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a b s t r a c t
Mobile devices have brought a great convenience to us these years, which allow the users to enjoy the
anytime and anywhere various applications such as the online shopping, Internet banking, navigation and
mobile media. While the users enjoy the convenience and ﬂexibility of the ”Go Mobile” trend, their sensitive private information (e.g., name and credit card number) on the mobile devices could be disclosed.
An adversary could access the sensitive private information stored on the mobile device by unlocking
the mobile devices. Moreover, the user’s mobile services and applications are all exposed to security
threats. For example, the adversary could utilize the user’s mobile device to conduct non-permitted actions (e.g., making online transactions and installing malwares). The authentication on mobile devices
plays a signiﬁcant role to protect the user’s sensitive information on mobile devices and prevent any
non-permitted access to the mobile devices. This paper surveys the existing authentication methods on
mobile devices. In particular, based on the basic authentication metrics (i.e., knowledge, ownership and
biometrics) used in existing mobile authentication methods, we categorize them into four categories, including the knowledge-based authentication (e.g., passwords and lock patterns), physiological biometricbased authentication (e.g., ﬁngerprint and iris), behavioral biometrics-based authentication (e.g., gait and
hand gesture), and two/multi-factor authentication. We compare the usability and security level of the
existing authentication approaches among these categories. Moreover, we review the existing attacks to
these authentication approaches to reveal their vulnerabilities. The paper points out that the trend of the
authentication on mobile devices would be the multi-factor authentication, which determines the user’s
identity using the integration (not the simple combination) of more than one authentication metrics.
For example, the user’s behavior biometrics (e.g., keystroke dynamics) could be extracted simultaneously
when he/she inputs the knowledge-based secrets (e.g., PIN), which can provide the enhanced authentication as well as sparing the user’s trouble to conduct multiple inputs for different authentication metrics.
© 2020 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
The convenience of mobile devices, such as smartphones and
smartwatches, has greatly stimulated the growth of the mobile
industry these years. Recent mobile marketing statistics estimate
that the number of mobile phone users will reach 4.78 billion in
2020 [1]. While the mobile device users enjoy the great convenience brought by the mobile devices, the signiﬁcant security concerns have been raised from the pervasive usage of mobile devices and mobile applications because they have full accesses to
the users’ sensitive information (e.g., demographics, locations, pho-
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tos, and contact list). Therefore, most mobile devices and mobile
applications usually employ the user authentication techniques to
verify the users’ identities before allowing them to perform further
operations.
While there are existing surveys on the user authentications, a
new and comprehensive survey of the user authentication on mobile devices is still highly demanded due to the following reasons.
First, the surveys on the knowledge-based authentication and
graphic-based authentication [2,3] are all over ten years old, while
the existing surveys reviewing the user authentication on mobile
devices [4–7] only focus on one category of the mobile authentication, such as the biometric-based authentication category [4],
behavioral biometric authentication [5] or touch/keystroke dynamics authentication [6,7]. Second, many new authentication methods
based on newly developed mobile sensing technologies have not
been reviewed especially for the behavioral biometric-based and
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Fig. 1. The four authentication categories and the general authentication model.

multi-factor authentication categories. One recent survey [8] reviewed the traditional methods (i.e., PIN/password, pattern) and
the biometric-based methods (i.e., ﬁngerprint, voice, and iris)
on Android devices. However, this survey only analyzed a small
portion of the authentication mechanisms and did not cover the
emerging mobile authentication methods that utilize behavioral
biometrics or multiple authentication metrics. Third, the authentication methods reviewed by the existing surveys need to be
re-examined since adversaries have developed new attacks targeting these authentication systems theses year. Thus, it is desirable
to put all these major mobile authentication categories together
and provide a comprehensive study and systematical comparison.
To provide a more comprehensive study on all of these authentication methods, this paper compares various mobile authentication methods base on the types of identity information used
for authentication. In general, the identity information used for
authentication belongs to one or more of three basic authentication metrics: 1) knowledge (e.g., passwords and unlock patterns), 2) biometrics (e.g., ﬁngerprints and retinas), and 3) ownership (e.g., software token and the mobile device itself), which
correspond to three essential questions widely used for identity
check: 1) what you know, 2) what you have, and 3) what you
are [9]. Based on the authentication metrics corresponding to the
mobile authentication methods, we systematically separate them
into four categories, namely knowledge-based authentication, physiological biometrics-based authentication, behavioral biometrics-based
authentication, and two/multi-factor authentication. Fig. 1 illustrates
the relationship between the four categories and the three authentication metrics. Note that, due to its low-security strength
(e.g., easy to be stolen or forged), the ownership factor is seldom
used alone in mobile authentication and usually combined with
other authentication metrics (e.g., the knowledge-based factor) to
provide two/multi-factor authentication. The taxonomy of the four
categories of mobile authentication methods reviewed by the paper is shown in Fig. 2.
Knowledge-based Authentication is the most popular method for
verifying the user on mobile devices since it is a legacy from traditional user authentication and has obtained a large user base in
a long history. It uses the knowledge (e.g., a sequence of digits or
letters) that is secret to only the user and system as the identityrelated information for authentication. The knowledge-based secret
can be text-based (e.g., digit PINs and alphanumerical passwords)
or graphic-based (e.g., lock pattern [10] and secret click points on
pictures [11]). A user could simply input such secrets through the
touch screen of a mobile device to verify the identity during the

authentication. Though the knowledge-based authentication is relatively easy to use and has a wide deployment, they suffer from
the knowledge leakage and the knowledge theft. Because anyone
who knows such a secret could pass the authentication, there are a
variety of studies investigating the threats of the knowledge-based
authentication. Existing studies show that an adversary is able to
directly steal the secrets by shoulder-surﬁng the user’s secret input or tracking the user’s ﬁnger smudges [12] left on the touch
screen. Moreover, many studies show that the knowledge-based
secrets can be leaked from various side channels (e.g., system timing information [13], motion sensors [14] and wireless signals [15])
on the mobile device, which could be used to infer the secret input by capturing the hand movement dynamics. Because of these
threats, the authentication based on knowledge is now not suﬃcient to verify the user.
Physiological Biometrics-based Authentication has been deployed
on many mobile devices in addition to the knowledge-based authentication. Compared with the knowledge-based authentication,
the physiological biometrics-based authentication is more convenient (i.e., no need to memorize secret codes) and more secure
(i.e., harder to be stolen), because it exploits the unique human
biometric characteristics (e.g., ﬁngerprints, iris patterns, hand geometry, and face contour) that are inherent in users’ body parts
for authentication. However, to capture the biometric characteristics from users’ body parts, mobile devices usually need to use
dedicated sensors, for instance, the capacitive ﬁngerprint scanner [16] and depth camera [17] on iPhones and the iris reader on
Samsung smartphones [18]. Such dedicated sensors are expensive
and only exist in high-end mobile devices, which limits the popularity of such physiological biometric-based authentication methods in practice. Existing studies [19–21] have shown that it is possible to use the readily-available cameras in mobile devices to capture physiological biometrics (e.g., ﬁngerprint, eye and ear) for user
authentication. While the approaches seem practical, the reliability
of these systems based on regular cameras is relatively lower than
those using dedicated sensors. Moreover, existing work [12,22–
24] shows that attackers can forge the user’s physiological biometric information (e.g., ﬁngerprint and face) to fool the system. Since
physiological biometrics are impossible to change, if such information is lost to the attacker, the physiological biometric-based authentication is permanently insecure. Therefore, many mobile users
are resistant to using their physiological biometrics for authentication.
Behavioral Biometrics-based Authentication has drawn many attentions these years. It exploits the behavioral biometrics that cap-
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Fig. 2. The taxonomy of user authentication approaches for mobile devices.

tures the user’s unique behavioral characteristics or habits for authentication. For example, when the user is tapping or swiping
on the touch screen, the ﬁnger movements exhibit a unique behavioral pattern that can be used for authentication [25,26]. Similarly, walking and speaking also result in unique gait and voice
patterns that can be utilized to distinguish users. Generally, behavioral biometrics-based authentication is more acceptable to users
than physiological biometrics-based authentication. This is because
behavioral biometrics are less private information compared to
the unchanged body traits, and the users are less resistant to using them. Furthermore, they can be easily obtained by using the
readily available and low-cost sensors on mobile devices (e.g., accelerometer, touch screen, and microphone). Besides, behavioral
biometrics can be extracted from the user’s daily activities in a
non-intrusive manner. It further facilitates the continuous user authentication that requires the user to provide his/her identity proof
periodically and enables a variety of applications that demands
long-term protections. However, the embedded sensors on mobile
devices such as the motion sensors suffer from the low sampling
rates and the low ﬁdelity, which often causes a high false rejection
rate and low reliability. Thus, the existing studies mainly focus on
improving the reliability of such systems and reducing the false
rejection rate. In addition, we analyze the security strength of the
such authentication methods and ﬁnd that an adversary might imitate the user’s behavior to pass the behavioral biometrics-based
authentication.
Two/multi-factor Authentication usually combines two or more
authentication metrics to provide more secure authentication than
using a single factor. For example, the authentication system may
ask the user to provide multiple biometrics such as ﬁngerprint,
face ID and voice to pass the authentication. Moreover, the system
could require the user to input both the secret knowledge and the
biometric information one by one in the veriﬁcation phase. While
an adversary needs to take more effort to break multiple authentication metrics, the user also has to conduct multiple inputs to
verify the identity, which is less convenient than the single-factor
authentication. For example, it is tedious to take a front photo for
a face ID, press a thumb on a ﬁngerprint scanner and enter a password on the touch screen to unlock the phone every time. Differently, the ownership factor (e.g., software token or the hardware
identiﬁers such as the MAC address), though provides a low security strength if used as a single factor authentication, is easy to
be combined with the knowledge-based factor or the biometricsbased factor to provide two-factor authentication without decreasing the convenience of the authentication process. But the enhanced security strength is still limited. For example, an adversary could present the user’s ownership by forging the software or
hardware token and at the same time input the stolen knowledgebased secret or biometric information to pass the authentication.
To further improve the security strength of the two/multi-factor
authentication systems, we introduce the several latest authentication techniques, which integrate the multiple authentication met-

rics rather than naively combining these factors to verify the user.
For example, the user’s physiological and behavioral biometrics can
be captured from the signature when the user signs on the touch
screen of the mobile device. The biometrics (e.g., pressure and
signing speed) are then integrated with the graphic-based secret
(e.g., signature shape) together, which causes an adversary hard to
fulﬁll all these authentication metrics simultaneously to break the
system. We envision that the future trend of user authentication
on mobile devices is towards the two/multi-factor authentication
by fusing the multiple authentication metrics organically.
This paper conducts both inter-category and intra-category
comparisons of the existing mobile authentication methods and
analyzes their usability and security strength. More than reviewing
the mobile authentication methods, we analyze the vulnerabilities
of the reviewed methods and further review the attacks targeting
them. By reviewing such attacks, this paper provides more insights
for designing more secure authentication systems. Moreover, based
on the advantages and disadvantages found through the systematical study, this paper predicts the future trend of mobile authentication, which aims at fusing (not simply combining) multiple authentication metrics to beneﬁt both the security strength and usability.
The structure of this paper is as follows: Section II introduces
the design criteria and the attack models of the user authentication
on mobile devices. The next four sections review the existing authentication techniques in four categories, including three singlefactor authentication categories and the two/multi-factor authentication category. In particular, Section III reviews the existing approaches of the knowledge-based authentication and the attacks
targeting at such authentications. Section IV and V introduce the
various user authentication methods based on the physiological
biometrics and the behavioral biometrics, as well as their usability
and security strength. The traditional and new two/multi-factor authentication approaches on mobile devices are introduced in Section VI and their usability and the potential threats are discussed.
We analyze the development of mobile authentication mechanisms
and point out their future trend in Section VII. We conclude the
topic in Section VIII.
2. Background of user authentication on mobile devices and
attack model
2.1. Mobile sensing technologies for convenient user authentication
Different from the traditional user authentication on computers, the mobile user authentication mainly leverages the various
embedded sensors in the mobile devices to capture the unique
identity information for verifying the users. The touchscreen is
the most frequently used sensor on mobile devices for getting
the user input for authentication. It has been widely used for the
knowledge-based authentication methods. For example, the mobile devices usually provide the users with the option to enter
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Fig. 3. Usability and security strength comparison of various authentication approaches on mobile devices.

PINs, passwords or lock patterns on the touch screen for user
veriﬁcation. The camera is usually used to capture human faces
or iris patterns for physiological biometrics-based authentication.
Similarly, the ﬁngerprint scanner is deployed in some mobile devices to read the user’s ﬁngerprint for convenient physiological
biometrics-based authentication. Recently, the motion sensors (e.g.,
accelerometer and gyroscope) and wireless communication interfaces (e.g., WiFi and Bluetooth) are shown to be capable of capturing users’ unique behavioral patterns, which facilitate the behavioral biometrics-based authentication. Besides, the microphone
in mobile devices can capture the acoustic sound at a high sampling rate (e.g., 8kHz, 44.1kHz), which provides rich information
of the human voices to enable the authentication based on voice.
Overall, the various sensing technologies available in mobile devices provide great ﬂexibility and convenience for the user to verify him/herself.
2.2. Design criteria of user authentication on mobile devices
Designing a user authentication approach on mobile devices
needs to consider both the security strength and the usability. As
the adversary attempts to access the system by either stealing or
forging the legitimate user’s identity information, it is essential to
develop the authentication methods that are robust against the
various attacks. The security strength describes how well the authentication methods can protect the system from the attacks and
prevent the unauthorized users, either intentionally or accidentally. The usability indicates how convenient that an authentication method is to users, which also suggests whether the method
is practical for real use cases or not. To evaluate the usability, we
consider following aspects: 1) the compatibility of the authentication method in different model of mobile devices; 2) the cost
in terms of limited resources of mobile devices (i.e., computing
power and battery); 3) the user-friendliness; 4) the robustness to
dynamic environmental interference (e.g., ambient light and acoustic noises). Usually, there are trade-offs between usability and security strength in user authentication. Fig. 3 compares the security

and usability among the different mobile user authentication categories. For example, the graphical passwords (e.g., lock patterns)
are easier to memorize than the long alphanumerical passwords
but may show the lower security due to the relatively smaller
password space. The physiological biometrics show higher security
levels compared to knowledge-based secrets, but they requrie dedicated hardware to capture the user’s unique body traits, which
leads to higher costs. The behavioral biometrics-based authentications reduce such costs by leveraging the widely available sensors (e.g., motion sensors and microphones) embedded on the mobile devices, but their authentication performances are limited by
the low sensor ﬁdelity and noises. The multi-factor authentication
greatly improves the security, but how to get the multiple factors
from the user conveniently and fast during authentication is a signiﬁcant usability problem. In this paper, we review the existing
studies from both the security and usability and aim to provide
a comprehensive picture of user authentication on mobile devices
by analyzing the trade-offs.
2.3. Attack models
The main goal of an attacker is to gain access to users’ private
information or conduct non-permitted actions by taking control of
mobile devices, which are protected by authentication systems. To
achieve this goal, the attacker needs to either pass the authentication system using the user’s identity information or refer to other
techniques to bypass the authentication process (e.g., hacking the
database in the remote server or intercepting data transmission).
In this paper, we assume the attacker cannot bypass the authentication process in any way and focus on reviewing the various
authentication methods and corresponding adversarial techniques
that are threats to them. We summarize the major methods an adversary could leverage to obtain a user’s identity-related information and pass the authentication:
Brutal-force and Guessing Attacks. Basically, brutal-force attacks are to try a large number of identity-related information for
the required authentication metrics (e.g., passwords, ﬁngerprints,
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and mobile device physical addresses) for passing the authentication. Such exhaustive methods are usually costly in the form of
computing power and time. Guessing attacks are a type of opportunistic attacks. For example, the attacker could randomly pick up
a password or rely on a dictionary [27] to try a bunch of passwords. Such attacks usually show low success rates, because the
adversary knows nothing about the user’s identity related information.
Observation Attacks. The attacker launches observation attacks
by using the visual sensing technologies (e.g., video recording
and photo shooting) or simply human vision (e.g., shoulder surfing [28]) to peep at the legitimate users’ authentication process.
The observation result directly leads to obtaining the user’s identity information (e.g., PIN/password) for passing the authentication.
The knowledge-based authentication and the biometrics-based authentication are usually vulnerable to such attacks. An adversary
could directly obtain the user’s knowledge-based secrets based on
observation attack and input the same secrets (e.g., PIN, password
and pattern) to pass the authentication. Moreover, by observation,
an adversary could obtain the user’s biometric information (e.g.,
ﬁngerprint and face) and then forge the legitimate user’s biometrics to pass the authentication (e.g., by making a fake ﬁnger or
printing the user’s face on a piece of paper). An obvious drawback of such attacks is that they usually require the line-of-sight
vision to the user’s mobile device or authentication activity (e.g.,
directly seeing or video shooting the user’s hand movements when
entering the password), which is sometimes hard to achieve without causing the user’s notice.
Impersonation Attacks. The impersonation attack aims to assume the identity of legitimate users through presenting the same
or similar identity information. The impersonation attack usually
requires the information obtained from the observation attack and
it includes the replay attack, imitation attack and synthesis attack. The replay attack directly re-uses the legitimate user’s identity information that is obtained by the adversary, such as the
knowledge-based secrets (e.g., PINs, passwords and lock patterns)
and the recorded physiological or behavioral biometrics (e.g., the
photo of the user’s face or the recorded voice). The imitation attack
usually targets the behavioral biometric authentication, and the adversary needs to imitate the user’s behavior to pass the authentication. The synthesis attack is an advanced attack targeting the
physiological and behavioral biometric-based authentication, which
could apply the obtained partial biometric information to fabricate
the complete biometrics of the legitimate user. For example, a synthesis attack can recover user’s front face from the side face or use
the user’s voice features obtained from a speech to generate other
speeches.
Side-channel Attacks. Unlike the aforementioned attacks, sidechannel attacks aim to infer the user’s identity information
through exploiting the identify-irrelevant information leakage of
authentication system. Side-channel attacks [29,30] were ﬁrst
found to reduce the security strength of cryptography by learning the knowledge from the information that is not the cryptosystem input, such as the timing information, power consumption,
and electromagnetic leaks. While the various embedded sensors
provide ﬂexible and versatile interfaces for interacting with the
users, an attacker may leverage them to derive the user’s identity information and pass the authentication system. For example,
motion sensors in mobile devices can capture the vibrations resulted from the user’s ﬁnger tapping when entering the password
on the touchscreen, which could be exploited to infer the user’s
tapping positions and password [14,31,32]. Compared to the brutalforce and guessing attacks, the side-channel attacks collect more
information about the user’s identity information, which greatly
increases the success rate. Moreover, the side-channel attacks do
not require the direct view of the user’s authentication process.
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An adversary only needs to get the data of a particular sensor on
the user’s mobile device to derive the user’s input, which can be
achieved by an internal malware or the wireless sniﬃng [33]. The
knowledge-based authentication is vulnerable to the side-channel
attacks, while the biometrics is relatively harder to derive from the
side-channel information.
Authentication Model Attacks via Adversarial Examples. All
the above attacks aim to steal or forge the identity-relevant information (i.e., passcode, biometrics, etc.) of legitimate user and
use them to pass the system authentication. Recent years, a new
type of attack attempts to directly attack the authentication model
rather than stealing the identity information of individuals. Such
attack could intelligently generate an adversarial example, which
is not the normal identity information of the user but can still be
recognized by the system and granted the access. For example, an
adversary could modify a photo of a random person, which could
mislead the face recognition system to consider it as the legitimate
user. Moreover, an adversary may also play a clip of particularly
crafted sounds or embed such sounds into music audios, which
does not sound like the user’s voice but can still pass a voice-based
recognition system. The basic idea of these attacks is to forge the
features (e.g., Mel Frequency Cepstral Coeﬃcents or MFCC) derived
from the authentication input, based on which the authentication
model is built. Thus, the such attacks do not need to imitate or replay the user’s authentication input, but just generate a different
input showing the similar features to pass the system. Depending
on whether knowing the inner structure of the authentication system or not, an adversary could launch White-box or Black-box attacks.
3. Knowledge-based authentication
The knowledge-based authentication (KBA) is a category of authentication methods that verify the user’s identity based on the
knowledge that is secret to the user (e.g., password and lock pattern). Ideally, the KBA system assumes the secret knowledge is only
shared between the legitimate user and the authentication system,
which enables the system to reject other users or attackers who do
not have the correct secret knowledge. Two types of secret knowledge have been widely used in KBA systems: 1) text-based secret,
which utilizes a word or a string of characters as the secret information; 2) graphical secret, which conveys secret information in
graphics instead of texts. In this section, we review various KBA
methods based on the type of secret knowledge used by them,
which are summarized in Table 1.
3.1. Text-based secret
3.1.1. PIN and password
The text-based authentication schemes have a long history of
application in the system access [34]. The secret can be pure digit
strings (i.e., Personal Identiﬁcation Number or PIN) or the combination of letter characters, digits and symbols (i.e., password). The
user can simply input the PINs or passwords on the touch screen
of a mobile device for authentication. Up to now, these text-based
secrets are still the most popular and widely deployed authentication methods to authenticate the user and protect the access to
mobile devices. A recent report shows that PINs and passwords
are the ﬁrst choice of 66% consumers over other authentication
methods on mobile authentication [35]. To ensure that a user’s
text-based secret cannot be easily guessed by others, the user has
to memorize the strings longer than a certain length. For example, the length of the PIN associated with the App on the mobile
devices (e.g., mobile payment App) is usually 4 digits or 6 digits.
The passwords used on the mobile device are at least of length 8
(e.g., web service). Moreover, longer secret length usually leads
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Table 1
Comparison of knowledge based authentication approaches.
Secret type

Secret

Authentication metric

Robust to attacks

Memorability

Existing works

FRR

Text

Password
Enforced password
PIN number
Photo
Graph of app icons
Graph of abstract pixels
Draw-a-secret
Online signature
Free-Form Gesture
Lock pattern
Image point sequence

Recall-based
Recall-based
Recall-based
Recognition-based
Recognition-based
Recognition-based
Recall-based
Recall-based
Recall-based
Recall-based
Recall-based

Statistical-guessing attacks
Shoulder surﬁng
Shoulder surﬁng
Shoulder surﬁng
Shoulder surﬁng
shoulder surﬁng
Dictionary attack

High
High
High
Low
Low
Low
High
Low
High
High
High

[34,36,37,61]
[38,40–42]
[35,39]
[43,46–49]
[51]
[44]
[52]
[54]
[53]
[10,62]
[11,55]

1% ~ 5%
>5%
3.1% [62]
5.5%
4.5%
5%
5% ~ 30%
10% ~ 40%
12.1%
21%

Graph

to exponential efforts to break it using random guess or bruteforce. For example, a 4-digit PIN has 10 0 0 0 possibilities while the
number of combinations for 6-digit PIN is 10 0 0 0 0 0. Under the
same length, a password shows higher security level because the
alphanumerical secret involves more combinations than the pure
digits.
3.1.2. How to set secure PIN and password
While the existing text-based authentication systems allow the
users to choose their PINs or passwords from numerous combinations of digits and alphabetic letters, users usually use digits or
letters to build PINs or passwords that are meaningful to them,
which are easy-to-use but not secure. Spafford [36] conduct a pilot study on the choices of weak passwords that may compromise
system security. They ﬁnd that reusable passwords, which involve
common words and names, are preferred by users but are vulnerable to dictionary attacks. Study shows choosing the PIN or password based on the birth date or other signiﬁcant dates is even
more dangerous [37]. Dell et al. [38] further investigate the tradeoff between the strength and usability of a password. They ﬁnd
that people tend to use weak passwords, such as birthdays and the
texts with only strings or numbers, when there is no policy used
to enforce the security strength of the chosen passwords. Recently,
Bonneau et al. [39] analyze the users’ preferences for choosing 4digit PINs based on a survey of over 1,100 banking customers. The
study demonstrates that people are in favor of choosing the PINs
or passwords that are easy to remember, such as the birth date,
address, phone number, repeated or sequential digits/letters. Such
simple PINs and passwords suffer from guessing and dictionary attacks and result in one unauthorized access of the bank account
for every 11-18 stolen wallets.
To enhance the security strength of text-based secrets,
researchers develop quite a few methods to enforce secure PINs/passwords that are hard for adversaries to break.
Schechter et al. [40] present a password checking method, which
tracks the times that a particular password is present in the
password database and does not allow the user to use the password which appears over a predeﬁned threshold. This approach
enforces the user to avoid using the frequently used passwords,
such as those with only numbers or only capital/lower-case
letters. To ensure the complexity of text-based secret, Castelluccia et al. [41] develop an adaptive password strength meter
based on Markov-models. The proposed scheme estimates the
password strength by deriving the probability of the n-grams
that compose the passwords. For example, the 2-gram th appears
more often than tq. The n-gram Markov model estimates the
probability of the next character based on a preﬁx of length
n. The proposed method measures the strength of the user’s
password and suggests choosing adjacent letters independently.
Furthermore, Kelley et al. [42] utilize multiple password-guessing

algorithms to evaluate the strength of the text-based secrets
that are created under various password-composition policies.
They ﬁnd that although system administrators force the users to
create passwords adhering to certain policies (e.g., must having
uppercase and lowercase letters and special characters) to make
their passwords harder to guess, attackers can still successfully
guess the passwords, given suﬃcient training passwords that are
created under the policies.

3.2. Graphical secret
The graphical secret, in another saying graphical password,
refers to the graphical authentication, which uses graphs (e.g.,
images or graphical patterns) as secret information to verify the
user’s identity. Compared to the text-based authentication, the
graphic-based authentication releases the burden of memorizing
cumbersome alphanumerical contents. Depending on whether the
user is required to recognize or reproduce the secret content, the
graphical secrets can be classiﬁed into two major categories: the
recognition-based secret (e.g., requiring a user to recognize the secret graphical patterns) and the recall-based secret (e.g., requiring
a user to regenerate the graphical patterns).

3.2.1. Recognition-based graphical secret
The authentication systems using recognition-based secrets [2,11,43–45] require the user to enroll the system by
choosing a subset of graphical contents from a large set as the
secret. During the authentication, the user needs to recognize
all the preselected secret graphical contents correctly to prove
his/her identity. Researches in the recognition-based secret focus
on how to extract secret information from graphical contents (e.g.,
pictures, icons, and symbols) and convert them into graphical
passwords. The concept of the graphical password is ﬁrst-time
described in the Blonder’s scheme [46], which determines the
identity of a user based on whether the user can correctly recognize the graphical content that is previously selected by the
user self during the enrollment. Dhamija and Perrig apply the
Hash Visualization technique to generate random pictures for a
user to choose for a password, and the user is veriﬁed based on
recognizing the correct pre-selected images during authentication [43]. Later, the recognition-based secret is widely adopted by
mobile devices because of its high memorability and simplicity.
Various graphical contents available in mobile devices have been
explored for authentication, for example the human faces [47],
the abstract pixels generated by math functions [44], the photos [48,49], the pictures with strong relationships [50], and the
icons of installed Apps [51]. These graphical content types enrich
the recognition-based graphical secrets and try to provide the user
ease to recognize.
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3.2.2. Recall-based graphical secret
Different from using a recognition-based secret, the authentication systems using recall-based secret require the user to reproduce the secret graphical contents instead of simply recognizing
them. It can be further divided into pure recall-based techniques
and cued-recall-based techniques. The pure recall-based techniques
require the user to reproduce the secret graphical content without
any hint (e.g., images). Jermyn et al. [52] propose Draw-a-secret
(DAS), which allows the user to draw a unique graphical pattern on
the touch screen (e.g., a big letter “A”) for authentication. The user
passes the authentication if the drawing matches the user’s previous selection in the enrollment. In addition, studies show that
both free-form gestures [53] and signatures [54] are good recallbased graphical secrets on mobile devices (Signature is a special
authentication method, which contains both the graphical secret
and biometric information and will be introduced in Section 5).
Another widely used pure recall-based graphical secret on mobile
devices is lock patterns, which allow the user to swipe a graphical
pattern/path through the dots of a given grid map following speciﬁc rules [10]. The lock pattern is much easier to memorize while
maintaining the comparable security strength as PINs. For example,
a 3 × 3 grid map has 389,112 distinct lock patterns, which requires
more effort for attackers to decode, compared with the 4-digit PINs
(i.e., 10,0 0 0 possible combinations).
The cued recall-based technique allows the user to reproduce
the secret graphical content with hints. PassPoints [55] authenticates a user by asking the user to select a sequence of ﬁve ordered
points/pixels on an arbitrary image instead of predeﬁned images.
The proposed method veriﬁes the user based on both the chosen
points/pixels and their sequence. Cued Click Points [11] further extend the authentication from the point selection on one image to
ﬁve different images in a speciﬁc sequence. Each image to be displayed is determined by the point selection on the previous image.
In this way, different graphical secrets consist of different click positions on the images in different sequences, which is more secure
than using a single image.
3.2.3. How to set secure graphical passwords
Though the graphical secrets are more natural to memorize
than the text-based secrets, the password space of the graphical
secrets is small, especially for the recognition-based secrets, which
are constrained by the predeﬁned image pool. Another major security issue is that different users tend to select similar points or images as part of their secrets, which enables an adversary to launch
attacks based on the dictionary of frequently used graphical secrets [56]. The security strength of graphical secrets is also subject
to the rules enforced for generating the secrets (e.g., lock pattern
generation rules [10]), which may cause some graphical passwords
weaker than the others. For example, the long lock patterns (e.g.,
eight segments) may show smaller password space and could be
easier to break than short ones (e.g., seven segments).
There are active studies that focus on improving the security strength of graphical secrets by providing graphical choosing guidelines to the users. Researchers reveal that recognitionbased secrets are vulnerable to shoulder-surﬁng/observation attacks [57,58] and can be revealed from the user’s preference and
the type of selected images [50,59]. Davis et al. [50] study users’
preferences on secret graphical patterns among 154 university students. The authors ﬁnd that the users’ selections are highly correlated with their race and gender, which render the graphical secret
insecure. Hlywa et al. [59] examine the effectiveness of using different image types as recognition-based secrets. In particular, the
paper studies the usability and the security strength of using the
images of objects or human faces as graphical secrets. It shows that
the object images result in better authentication performance than
the face images.
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All these studies show that the KBA using graphical secrets
should avoid using the graphical patterns that are preferred by
users or have relationships with the users’ demographics such as
gender, race, and age. Sherman et al. evaluate the security strength
and the practicality of using free-form graphic gestures for KBA
on mobile devices and give suggestions that the free-form graphic
gestures are both secure and easy to recall. Ye et al. investigate
the complexity of the widely deployed lock patterns and show
that longer lock patterns (i.e., more pattern segment) do not provide a higher security level [60]. The results of this work provide a good reference for the users to choose lock patterns instead
of simply based on the length (i.e., segment number) of the lock
patterns.
3.3. Comparison of authentication approaches
The knowledge-based secrets are relatively easy to use. For example, the users can simply input the text or graphical secret
through the mobile device’s touch screen. Thus the knowledgebased authentication methods usually show very high usability.
But the knowledge-based secrets are also easy to be leaked or
guessed by an adversary, leading to a low security level. We compare the advantages and disadvantages of the various KBA methods
in Table 1.
The authentication using the PINs, passwords and the lock patterns show the lowest false rejection rate. That explains why the
PINs, passwords and lock patterns are widely deployed on the existing mobile systems for user authentication. But setting a secure
PIN, password or lock pattern requires much user effort and the
burden of memory, which could increase the entry time and the
false rejection rate. For example, a password with the combinations of digits and capital/low case words is very secure, but inputting such a password is very cumbersome, which requires the
shift between the number pad and virtual keyboard back and forth,
let alone entering the passwords on the small error-prone virtual
keypad on the mobile device. Moreover, memorizing the password
that appears to be more random is harder compared to memorizing the addresses, birth dates and phone numbers. The recall-based
graphical methods such as draw-a-secret, free-form gestures, online signatures and image point sequences try to lessen the burden of memory. But they exhibit higher false rejection rates, which
would stop the user from using them, causing low deployment
rates.
The recognition-based graphical secrets, which are hidden in
the contents of photos, abstract pixels and app icons are relatively better for preventing shoulder surﬁng. They also show good
false rejection rates even though slightly higher than PIN, password and pattern. But they usually require the user a long time
to recognize the secrets from the given contents for each time,
which reduces their usability. Moreover, the secret spaces of the
recognition-based graphical secrets are relatively smaller, which
leads to a lower security level. Above all, all of the knowledgebased secrets are under the threats to be leaked (e.g., via observation attacks). This is because their authentication process can be
observed by an adversary, from which the adversary could derive
the user’s secret. Anyone getting the secret could pass the authentication. Furthermore, the knowledge-based authentication is also
subject to many side-channel attacks [29,30].
3.4. Attacks
Because the knowledge-based authentication has been deployed
on mobile devices for a long time, the various attacks have been
created targeting at breaking these authentication systems. In this
subsection, we review the existing attacks, which could obtain the
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user’s knowledge-based secrets in various methods. A naive approach to attack a knowledge-based authentication system is based
on brute-force search, which exhaustively guesses a user’s secret
until a success. Such attacks usually only work for the users who
use easy-to-guess or straightforward secrets (e.g., PINs with short
lengths and passwords with personal information) and the systems
that do not restrict the number of failed attempts. More practically,
an attacker could attack a knowledge-based authentication system
by stealing a user’s secret. For example, the attacker could directly
or indirectly obtain the user’s secret by shoulder surﬁng or using video cameras. The attacker could also infer the user’s secret
using the side-channel information, such as timing information,
motion sensor readings, wireless signal reﬂections. In this section,
we review the existing attacking approaches that target at obtaining users’ secret information used for knowledge-based authentication. While the text-based secrets and the recall-based graphical
secrets are widely deployed in practical systems, the existing studies mainly focus on revealing the secrets in such knowledge-based
authentication systems.
3.4.1. Vision-based attacks
Knowledge-based authentication systems are intuitively vulnerable to attackers who can directly or indirectly observe the secret information used by users. An easy approach is to eyeball
the secrets when a user is using them [57]. Moreover, the emerging use of high-resolution cameras on mobile devices or surveillance devices enable attackers to record the user’s inputs on a mobile device more conveniently. For example, researchers ﬁnd that
it is possible to reveal a user’s password and swipe pattern by
recording the virtual keypad or the content displayed on the touch
screen [60,63]. However, these vision-based attacks require the attacker to be able to directly observe the user’s secret inputs, which
is not often practical in real scenarios. Recently, Sun et al. [63] develop a video-assisted keystroke inference framework to infer a
user’s tapping inputs on a tablet by capturing the tablet backside
motions. The intuition behind this work is that the user’s ﬁnger
tapping at different locations of the tablet’s touch screen results in
distinguishable motion patterns, which can be captured by a camera and used to infer the user’s secret inputs on the tablet. A multiclass Support Vector Machine classiﬁer is developed to infer the
context of the tapping based on the tablet motions. The inferred
context is further reﬁned based on a linguistic model. Ye et al.
[60] develop a framework that can reconstruct a user’s Android
lock pattern from the video footage captured by a smartphone
camera. The proposed framework uses computer-vision techniques
to track a user’s ﬁngertip movements and infer the swiping gestures. Based on the geometry information extracted from the captured ﬁngertip movements, the ﬁngertip locations are mapped to a
small number of candidate patterns, which facilitates revealing the
lock pattern in limited tries. Alternatively, Aviv et al. [12] propose
the smudge attack that leverages the oily residues or smudges of
a user’s ﬁnger left on the touch screen of a mobile device to infer
the user’s passwords or unlock patterns.
3.4.2. Timing information-based attacks
The system timing information is shown to reveal users’
secret information used for knowledge-based systems. Song
et al. [13] demonstrate that the inter-keystroke timings can leak
a user’s typed information. The authors ﬁnd that the Secure
Shell (SSH) sends a separate IP packet immediately after a key is
pressed, which enables an attacker to derive a user’s typing pattern
using the inter-stroke timings and further infer the user’s typed
information. Diao et al. [64] utilize the interrupts of an Android
system to reveal a user’s unlock pattern input. They ﬁnd that the
interrupts produced by the touchscreen controller are correlated
with the ﬁnger movements on the touchscreen. In particular, the

number of interrupts is transformed into the length of a line that
the user swipes on the screen. Based on a Hidden Markov Model
and probabilistic analysis, an attacker can accurately derive a user’s
unlock pattern with moderate training.
3.4.3. Privacy leakage via embedded sensors on mobile devices
Motion sensors (e.g., accelerometer and gyroscope) on mobile
devices are shown to provide much more side-channel information about a user’s hand input than the system timing information because the motion sensors can directly reveal dynamics of
the user’s hand input. Furthermore, attackers would prefer using
motion sensors for attacks since accessing motion sensor readings does not require any system permission. There are a variety
of studies [14,31,32] demonstrating that tapping locations on the
touchscreen of a smartphone can be differentiated by using readings from the motion sensors in the phone. The intuition is that
the tapping or swiping gestures result in different vibration patterns, which propagate along the phone’s body and can be captured by its motion sensors. Machine learning algorithms are usually used to model hand or ﬁnger gestures based on the motion
sensor readings and classify users’ inputs on the touchscreen. Aviv
et al. [65] use accelerometers in a smartphone to learn a user’s
tapping positions or swipes to reveal the user’s PIN and swipe pattern to unlock the smartphone. Besides the motion sensors, ambient light sensors in mobile devices are shown to be able to capture
the various ambient light changing patterns caused by the user’s
taps on the touch screen. Spreitzer et al. [66] ﬁnd that minor tilts
and rotations of mobile devices lead to the variations of the light
intensity captured by the ambient light sensor, which can be exploited to reveal the user’s tapping input and PINs. To deploy such
attacks in practice, a malware App needs to run in the background
to collect the motion sensor readings when a user provides the secret information to a knowledge-based system.
3.4.4. Radio signal-based attacks
Besides the embedded sensors on the mobile device, the wireless signals are demonstrated to capture the user’s motion during the PIN/password input activities. Recently, Li et al. [15] show
that WiFi signals can be used as a side channel to infer a user’s
sensitive keystrokes on a mobile device from distance. They ﬁnd
that the user’s hand coverage and hand motion during keystrokes
cause unique multi-path effects in the WiFi signals. Such interferences can be captured by the Channel State Information (CSI) extracted from the WiFi signals received by the mobile device. More
speciﬁc, this work proposes to use WiFi traﬃc to detect the period when the user enters the password and launch the attack.
Machine learning-based classiﬁers are developed to identify the
user’s keystrokes using CSI measurements. However, such a radiosignal-based attack suffers from unstable wireless environments,
which is common in practical scenarios. For example, people walking around and furniture placed at different locations in the room.
3.4.5. Wearable-based attack
All the methods mentioned above can only capture coarsegrained information about the user’s secret input for knowledgebased authentication systems. These methods can only provide
moderate accuracy, especially under changing environments, because the measurements that they leverage do not directly reﬂect
the moving dynamics of the user’s hand. Moreover, most of them
rely on machine-learning-based technologies that require labeled
training data, which is not often practical in real attacking scenarios. Recently, wearable devices, such as smartwatches and ﬁtness
bands, extend the sensing capabilities to users’ wrists, where the
sensors can directly capture the dynamics of the user’s hand when
they access the knowledge-based authentication systems. Therefore, wearable devices provide attackers with a great opportunity
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to reveal users’ secret input in knowledge-based authentication
systems with high accuracy.
Two recent studies develope methods that can obtain users’ secret inputs using smartwatches [67,68]. Wang et al. [67] devise a
system that enables an attacker to use motion sensors in a smartwatch to infer its user’s secret words typed on a keyboard. In
particular, accelerometers and gyroscopes measurements are used
to describe the user’s wrist movements between two keystrokes
and classify the user’s keystrokes. To infer unknown context typed
by the hand not wearing the smartwatch, the system adopts a
Bayesian model together with a dictionary to generate complete
words. Therefore, it is not suitable for inferring non-contextual
inputs, such as PINs and passwords. Liu et al. [68] develop a
machine-learning approach that utilizes various sensors in a smartwatch to infer a user’s inputs on a POS terminal or a keyboard.
This approach calculates displacements of the wrist between two
keystrokes using the accelerations from the smartwatch. A Hidden Markov Model is used to infer the possible PINs entered on
a POS terminal based on a series of derived wrist displacements.
The proposed approach is further combined with the microphone
data from a smartphone to classify the user’s secret inputs on a
keyboard.
More recently, Wang et al. [33] study to what extent a wristworn wearable device could leak a user’s sensitive information.
They show that motion sensors in the wearable device can be exploited to discriminate mm-level distances and directions of the
user’s hand movements, which enable an attacker to reproduce the
user’s ﬁne-grained hand trajectories that are involved in key-entry
related activities. In particular, the proposed system uses the accelerometers, gyroscopes, and magnetometers in wearable devices
to derive the moving distance and direction of the user’s hand between consecutive key entries regardless of the pose of the hand.
Furthermore, a training-free Backword PIN-Sequence Inference algorithm is developed to infer the complete PIN sequence by exploiting the inherent physical constraints of the PIN pad. In addition, the system can provide a candidate PIN sequence list with
descending probabilities of each candidate to facilitate a multi-try
attack, because the authentication system usually allows the user
to make mistakes for multiple times. They further deploy the attack to reveal the user’s mobile payment passcodes on mobile devices [69]. In particular, the various PIN input scenarios including
the two-hand and single-hand scenarios are studied and the corresponding PIN inference accuracies are evaluated. The two-hand
inputting scenarios refer to that the mobile device and the wearable are on the user’s different hands, and the training-free PIN
inference algorithm based on the Euclidean distance model is developed to infer the PIN. The single-hand inputting scenarios mean
that the mobile device and the wearable are on the user’s single
input hand or non-input hand, and the unique ﬁnger tap features
are extracted to infer the PIN entries based on machine learning.
4. Physiological biometrics-based authentication
The knowledge-based authentication veriﬁes What You Know,
which is not naturally unique and can be obtained by guessing or
stealing. Anyone who knows the knowledge-based identity-related
information (e.g., texts and graphics) could pass the system easily. Differently, biometrics is inherent and unique information born
with every user, which veriﬁes the user by Who You Are. Mobile
devices currently employ two types of biometrics for user authentication: the physiological biometrics and the behavioral characteristics [103]. The physiological biometric information usually refers
to a user’s unique body traits (e.g., the ﬁngerprint, hand geometry, and facial contour) or vital signs. The behavioral characteristics
mainly reﬂect the pattern of body movements in some habitual actions (e.g., gait, speciﬁc gestures, and voices), which are unique to
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each person. In this section, we review the existing physiological
biometrics-based authentication approaches and analyze their advantages and disadvantages regarding the security strength and usability.
4.1. Descriptions of authentication approaches
4.1.1. Fingerprint
The ﬁngerprint-based authentication [104] veriﬁes a user’s
identity by recognizing the user’s ﬁngertips. The key idea is to
capture the salient features (e.g., pores, incipient ridges, creases)
from friction ridges on a user’s ﬁngertip and use it as the identityrelated information for authentication. Traditional approaches exploit the readily available sensors on most mobile devices such as
the camera to verify the user’s ﬁngerprint. Dongjae et al. [72] propose a recognizable-image selection algorithm for ﬁngerprint veriﬁcation schemes utilizing the mobile device’s camera. A focusmeasurement algorithm is developed to measure the depth of the
focus of camera images for enhancing ﬁngertip recognition accuracy. Similarly, Ramachandra et al. [19] exploit the smartphone
camera to derive ﬁngerprint features for user veriﬁcation in a contactless manner. The proposed scheme separates the ﬁngertip image from the background color and extract minutiae features from
the scaled ﬁngerprint images. The identity of the user can then be
veriﬁed by comparing the ﬁngerprint features to that of the reference image in the user proﬁle.
A more advanced sensing technology, capacitive ﬁngerprint
scanner [16], has been widely used by mobile devices (e.g.,
iPhones [70] and Samsung phones [71]) for authentication in recent years. The capacitive ﬁngerprint scanner consists of a matrix
of capacitive proximity sensors, which are smaller than the width
of a single ridge on the ﬁnger. When a ﬁnger presses the scanner, the capacitive changes are captured by the sensors and processed to generate a digital image of a ﬁngerprint for authentication. However, the capacitance on the ﬁngertip could be easily alternated by many factors, such as sweat, dust, oil, therefore the capacitive proximity sensors do not work well in rainy and dirty environments. Recently, researchers have proposed the optical ﬁngerprint scanner [105] and ultrasonic ﬁngerprint scanner [106], which
are more robust to different environments. In particular, the optical
ﬁngerprint scanner [105] illuminates a ﬁngertip with light-emitting
diodes and captures a ﬁngerprint image with a charge-coupled device. The ultrasonic ﬁngerprint scanner [106] consists of an ultrasonic transmitter and a receiver. The transmitter emits ultrasonic
pulses to a ﬁnger is in a close range. The receiver examines the
reﬂected sound waves and builds a ﬁngerprint image for authentication.
4.1.2. Palmprint
Similar to the ﬁngerprint, the palmprint is also unique for a
person. Therefore, it can also be used for user authentication.
Intuitively, the build-in cameras of mobile devices can be used
to capture the image of a palm and extract features of palmprints for user authentication [107]. In particular, the authors ﬁnd
that line features, such as principal lines, wrinkles, and epidermal
ridges, are unique among users and can facilitate user authentication. However, processing a palm image involves high computational cost, compared to ﬁngerprint recognition. To solve this issue,
Han et al. [73] propose a computational eﬃcient biometrics derivation scheme to extract palmprint features from a palm image captured by the camera of a mobile device, which utilizes the sumdifference ordinal ﬁlter to compress the palm image while preserving its unique line features. Compared to the ﬁngerprint-based
authentication, the proposed scheme takes shorter authentication
time using the palmprint biometrics from mobile devices. Additionally, Methani and Namboodiri [74] focus on the impact factors
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of the palmprint-based authentication and ﬁnd that different hand
poses may cause great variations of the palmprint features and low
authentication accuracy. To mitigate such impacts, the authors propose to extract projective invariant features in the palm image for
authentication by relaxing the rigid hand posture requirement.
4.1.3. Hand geometry
Hand geometry biometrics refers to the unique geometric measurements of a hand, which include the dimension of ﬁngers and
the palm [108]. Different from ﬁngerprints and palmprints, hand
geometry biometrics are simple and requires less computation
time to obtain. Sierra et al. [75] propose a hand geometry biometrics authentication scheme using the built-in the camera of a
mobile device. The scheme employs the Gaussian Mixture Models
(GMM) to differentiate users based on their hand geometry features. Furthermore, De Santos-Sierra et al. [109] propose an authentication scheme that exploits the salient features, which are
robust to various photographic conditions (e.g., view angle, illumination condition, and focus length), to describe the hand geometry
biometrics. Choras and Kozik [76] incorporate palmprint and hand
geometry biometrics to improve the authentication performance
on mobile devices. Particularly, they extract palmprint textures and
knuckles features embedded with hand geometry characteristics
from pictures taken by the camera of a mobile phone. Recently,
Barra et al. [110] use multi-channel features (i.e., red, green, and
blue color channels) from an RGB image of a hand to derive the
hand geometry measurements, which is more accurate than from
a gray-scale image.
4.1.4. Face
Facial recognition system extracts the user’s facial characteristics from a digital image or video frames for authentication. It has
now been adopted by some mobile devices such as the Face ID on
iPhones [111]. These face recognition techniques identify facial biometrics by extracting salient features such as the relative position,
size, and shape of the eyes, nose, cheekbones and jaw [112–114].
Such facial biometrics extracted from the image is compared with
that stored in the database. If they are matching, the system would
grant access to the user. Benoit et al. [115] enhance the performance of face authentication by correcting the image deformation.
The image deformation, such as rotation and scaling, degrades the
accuracy of traditional grid-based face identiﬁcation. To solve this
problem, this paper introduces a neural network approach to dynamically link the grid in the reference image to that in the test
image, which normalizes the images with different rotation and
scaling. Because the mobile device has a built-in camera for capturing the user’s face, researchers studies the ability of the face recognition on mobile devices [77,116,117]. Cheng and Wang [116] propose a GPU based scheme to reduce power consumption and facilitate face recognition on mobile devices. [117]. Shen et al. [77] propose to leverage the front camera of smartphone and Sparse Representation Classiﬁcation (SRC) algorithm to perform face recognition. The proposed SRC solution uses compressed face representatives to make face recognition robust to lighting changes and occlusion.
The face recognition based on the static images is vulnerable to
the print attack (i.e., face spooﬁng by a printed photo of the user’s
face) [78]. Thus researchers explore to use the recorded videos as
the input for face recognition, because the video frames help to
verify the liveness of the person showing up in front of the mobile device camera. Fathy et al. [118] propose a continuous user authentication scheme leveraging front camera of mobile devices. The
proposed scheme extracts ﬁducial feature points with the user’s
eyes, the nose and the mouth to build the user’s face proﬁle and
authenticate the legitimate user based on proﬁle matching. Similarly, Choi et al. [79] propose to extract the face features with local

random bases that are robust to face deformation and apply a sequential neural network to verify user identity in real time.
The above face-based authentication methods are all based on
2D media (e.g., images and videos). Recent years, the 3D face
recognition has also been deployed at some high-end mobile devices (e.g. iPhone X [119]), which captures much more face biometrics than the 2D media and provides a higher security level. The
3D face recognition uses the dual camera to capture the 3D shapes
of a face, which include distinctive features such as the contour of
eye sockets, nose, and chin [120]. Since many mobile devices are
still not equipped with such expensive dual camera, existing studies propose to use the video can be used to reconstruct the 3D
face contour for authentication [80,121]. Boehm et al. [121] record
the video of the user’s face at different angles and construct the
3D face model for veriﬁcation. Chen et al. [80] further propose a
sensor-assisted 3D facial authentication scheme to verify the user
based on the face as well as providing liveness detection. In particular, the proposed approach exploits the motion sensors (i.e., accelerator and gyroscope) in smart devices to track the position and
the orientation of the front camera while the smartphone camera is moving around the user’s face for building the 3D face. The
user’s face at different angles are recorded and the change of the
nose geometry is leveraged to distinguish the testing face from the
print images.
4.1.5. Eye
There are many physiological biometrics related to people’s
eyes (e.g., iris), which can be utilized to identify the user. Existing
iris recognition methods [122–124] extract the user’s eye information from the videos or the images derive the iris biometrics based
on the texture pattern of the eyes, which are distinctive, stable, and
observable from a distance. To reveal ﬁne-grained iris biometrics
leveraging the regular low-resolution camera, Lim et al. [122] propose to use wavelet transformation to derive compacted, representative, and robust iris patterns for iris recognition. Furthermore, Kumar and Passi [125] study and compare four types of
wavelet transformation techniques: Haar wavelet, Gabor ﬁlter, Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT), and Fast Fourier Transform (FFT).
The study suggests using the Haar wavelet and Log-Gabor ﬁlter
based phase encoding, which show the best performance among
all the four approaches. The eye-based authentication has been deployed on some of the high-end smartphones [18] by embedding
a near-infrared light and a special camera to collect the data about
the user’s eyes. Recently, researchers investigate the feasibility of
applying iris recognition schemes to mobile devices (e.g., smartphone) by only using the mobile device’s regular front camera.
Barra et al. [81] derive the spatial histograms from the iris image
captured by the smartphone front camera to authenticate the user
and develop the iris-based authentication system effective in both
indoor and outdoor environment under different light conditions.
Additionally, Thavalengal et al. [20] further investigate the impacts
of iris size, image quality, and acquisition wavelength on the iris
recognition on mobile devices. The authors investigate the minimum pixel resolution required for accurate iris recognition.
4.1.6. Ear
Ear recognition exploits the distinct characteristics of ear shape
as biometrics. The ear characteristics, such as the shape of the
outer ear, the folds of the pinna, the length and the shape of the
ear canal, are distinct for each user. Akkermans et al. [82] propose
an ear-based authentication scheme, which generates acoustic signals from the embedded loudspeaker in a mobile device and measures the ear shape of a user based on the reﬂected acoustic signals captured by the microphone of the mobile device. Particularly,
the proposed system leverages the amplitude and frequency spectrum of the received acoustic signal reﬂected from the ear as fea-
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tures to authenticate the user. Additionally, Yuan et al. [21] derive
ear biometrics from the 2D ear images captured by the front camera of a mobile device. The authors further study the impacts of
different ear poses, lighting conditions, and occlusions, based on
which they propose a sub-classiﬁer fusion approach that authenticates the user from the most discriminative region in the image.
Fahmi et al. [126] develop a user authentication system that derives ear biometrics from a smartphone camera during call interactions. In particular, the proposed system extracts geometric features from the ear image when the user is calling and authenticate
the user’s identity leveraging the local binary pattern (LBP) [83].
4.1.7. Electrocardiograph and electroencephalograph
Recent researches [84,127,128] show that the heart activity and
the brain waves are distinct among people and can be utilized
to identify users. Electrocardiograph (ECG) signals measuring the
unique cardiac pattern of a user can be derived from dedicated
ECG sensors (e.g., lead-I-type electrodes). John et al. [84] perform human identiﬁcation by exploiting the ECG measurements
extracted from the ECG hardware connected to a smartphone.
In particular, this paper investigates cardiac motions and extracts
ﬁducial features from ECG signals to identify the user. Additionally, it quantiﬁes the minimum number of cardiac cycles required
to authenticate an enrolled user. Recently, Kang et al. [129] propose an ECG authentication system that derives non-ﬁducial features as biometrics from lead-I-type electrodes to verify user identities by feature matching. Different from ECG electrodes that can
be easily attached to mobile devices, Electroencephalography (EEG)
signals (i.e., brainwaves) are usually collected by a cumbersome
EEG headset that measures activities of different parts of a brain.
Klonovs et al. [130] explore the feasibility of using the EEG signals
for user authentication on mobile devices. In this work, the authors build a proﬁle-based method that can verify a user’s identity
by using the unique EEG pattern in response to visual stimuli (e.g.,
pictures or videos).
4.2. Comparison of authentication approaches
The physiological biometrics from the human body are readily
available and thus, does not require the users’ effort for memorizing and inputting the secrets. Moreover, the physiological biometrics using the user’s body parts are naturally more private
and hence more secure than the knowledge-based secrets. We
compare the various physiological biometrics-based authentication
in Table 2. Fingerprint, iris, face show the lowest false rejection
rates and are easy and robust to use. Therefore, ﬁngerprint, iris
and face recognition have been deployed on many existing mobile devices. Palmprint also shows low false rejection rate, but
its deployment is limited by the relatively inconvenient palmprint
capturing process. In comparison, hand geometry, ear shape and
electrocardiography-based authentication systems reject the legitimate user with higher rates, and these authentications also require
a relatively longer time. Because the ECG-based authentication systems require additional accessories (e.g., a hand-mounted sensor or
an ECG electrode) to apply to mobile devices, they exhibit lower
usability and are hard to deploy widely.
Moreover, we ﬁnd that besides the dedicated biometrics scanner (e.g., ﬁngerprint reader), the mobile device camera can be
used for capturing nearly all the biometric information required by
the existing approaches, except ECG signals. Therefore, the various
physiological biometrics can be captured by ordinary mobile device’s cameras without requiring dedicated hardware. But we also
need to note that the user’s physiological biometrics could be observed and obtained by an adversary by using a camera too. In addition, the quality of the camera and the light intensity could affect the authentication accuracy. Above all, physiological biometrics
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are very private information and cannot be changed. Once such information is leaked, it becomes insecure permanently. Due to this
reason, many people reject using their physiological biometrics for
authentication.
4.3. Attacks
Compared to the knowledge-based authentication, it is much
harder for an attacker to attack the physiological biometrics-based
authentication via brutal force or random guessing attacks. Moreover, few side-channel attacks have been found to obtain the
physiological biometrics. However, the physiological biometrics are
still vulnerable to the observation attack and the user’s such private information is under high risk to be disclosed. For example,
an attacker could obtain a user’s ﬁngerprint or palmprint using
smudge attacks [12,22], because the legitimate users often unconsciously left the smudges of their ﬁngerprint or palmprint at many
objects (e.g., glass, table, door and touch screen). The adversary
could reuse the user’s ﬁngerprint or palmprint to build a fake ﬁnger [131,132] or a fake palm [133] for further attack. In particular,
Herrero et al. [132] successfully create fake ﬁngers to spoof existing ﬁngerprint-based user authentication systems. Such fake ﬁngers contain suﬃcient biometric details to fool an authentication
system, which can be collected either from a surface (e.g., glass,
door handler, and touchscreen) or a ﬁngerprint scanner that the
user has touched. Dummy ﬁngerprints made of plasticine and silicone are shown to be able to pass all commodity ﬁngerprint scanners, including optical, ultrasonic, and capacitive ﬁngerprint sensors. Espinoza et al. [131] examine the vulnerabilities of the highresolution ﬁngerprint sensor under the attacks using fake ﬁngers.
This study compares the proﬁle matching scores between genuine
and dummy ﬁngerprints and demonstrates the effectiveness of fake
ﬁngers in attacks. Although genuine ﬁngerprints produce higher
similarity scores than fake ﬁngers do, the authentication system
cannot detect such subtle differences from the variations of the
users’ inputs at different times.
In addition, the visual characteristics of a user’s face, eye, ear,
and hand geometry are often hard to keep as secrets if the user
posts his/her pictures and video footages in online social networks
or an attacker can do so secretly. Therefore, the user authentication
systems using visual physiological biometrics are usually vulnerable to camera spooﬁng attacks. The easiest spooﬁng approach is
2D media attack [23,134,135], which presents the legitimate user’s
physiological biometrics (e.g., face or eye) on a printed image or
electronic screens to the video camera of an authentication system.
Such a naive spooﬁng attack has been shown to signiﬁcantly impact all the user authentication systems using visual physiological
biometrics. Erdogmus and Marcel [24] propose to spoof face veriﬁcation systems with subject-speciﬁc 3D facial masks. The 3D mask
can be easily fabricated through 3D reconstruction and printing
technologies. The hand geometry-based authentication has been
attacked successfully by faked hands [136]. A user’s iris, if obtained
by an attacker, can be printed on the contact lens. Whoever wearing the contact lens can bypass the iris-based user authentication
system [137,138]. We have not found any existing studies about attacking EEG and ECG-based authentication up to now.
5. Behavioral biometrics-based authentication
Different from the physiological biometric information that is
associated with the characteristic of the human body parts, the
behavioral characteristics refer to the dynamic behavioral patterns
that are inherent in human motions such as the tapping behaviors on touch screens [139] and gait patterns [98]. These characteristics are less sensitive in terms of privacy compared to physiological biometrics. Moreover, they are relatively hard to be dis-
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Table 2
Comparison of biometrics-based authentication approaches.
Biometric Type

Biometrics

Sensor

Derived metric

Classiﬁer

Existing works

FRR

Physiological

Fingerprint

Ridge characteristics

-

[19,70–72]

1%

Palmprint

Fingerprint sensor,
Camera
Camera

Hamming distance

[73,74]

3%

Hand geometry

Camera

GMM, KNN

[75,76]

<10%

Face

Camera, Accelerator

6%

[20,81]
[21,82,83]

< 1%
7%

ECG
Tapping Behavior

Camera
Microphone/speaker,
Camera
Lead-I-type electrodes
Touch screen

Sparse representation
classiﬁer
Hamming distance
Correlation coeﬃcient

[77–80]

Eye
Ear

Principal lines and
epidermal ridges
width/length of the
ﬁngers/palm
Eigen, Haar-like, Fisher
features
Iris texture
Ear shape

[84,85]
[25,86,87]

5% ~ 18%
7% ~ 20%

Finger gesture

Touch screen

Euclidean distance
Support vector
machine
DTW, SVD

[88,89]

10%

Hand gesture

Accelerator, 3D
camera, WiFi
Microphone
Wearable camera,
accelerator
WiFi

DTW, HMM, SVD,
GMM
GMM, DTW
DTW, SVM

[90–93]

5% ~ 15%

[94–96]
[97,98]

3%
> 6%

SVM, DNN

[99–102]

> 10%

Behaviorial

Voice
Gait pattern
Daily routine activity

Cardiac dynamics
Touch pressures
Geometric features,
stroke time, pressure,
Statistical, frequency
domain features
TDoA, spectral features
Gait features
Statistical, behavioral
features

closed to an adversary. In addition, the behavioral characteristics
have the repetitive attributes, which make them suitable for continuous user veriﬁcation. For example, the user can continuously
verify him/herself during the period of walking and typing on the
mobile device rather than only performing the one-time authentication.

5.1. Descriptions of authentication approaches
5.1.1. Tapping behavior
Tapping behaviors, such as the patterns of ﬁnger inputs on the
mobile device’s touch screen, are unique for each individual and
can be utilized for user veriﬁcation. Kim et al. [25] ﬁnd that when
a user enters PINs and graphical passwords, the touch pressures of
multiple ﬁngers can be utilized as behavioral biometrics to authenticate the user. Since the touch pressures are hard to be visually
observed, this mechanism can eﬃciently prevent shoulder surfing attacks. Different from the one-time authentication that leaves
the user’s mobile device exposed to threats after authentication,
the user authentication methods based on the tapping biometrics
could provide the continuous protection. SilentSense [86] investigates the feasibility of using the tapping behavioral biometrics extracted from the smartphone sensors to conduct continuous user
authentication. In particular, SilentSense exploits the built-in motion sensors (i.e., accelerator and gyroscope) and the touch screen
events to collect interaction patterns of the user’s operations on
mobile devices. The touch interaction features, including the coordinate, duration, pressure, vibration and rotation are utilized to derive the behavioral tapping biometrics. The one-class Support Vector Machine is applied to verify the user when he/she is tapping
to text, scrolling to browse the web and ﬂing to read e-books.
Similarly, Touchalytics [87] develop a continuous authentication
scheme to perform veriﬁcation when the user is tapping on touch
screens of mobile devices. A set of 30 behavioral touch features
are extracted from the user’s tapping activities such as up-down
and left-right scrolling to derive the user’s unique tapping patterns. Touchalytics then leverages the machine learning methods
(i.e., SVM and kNN) to verify user identity based on these touch
features.

5.1.2. Finger gesture
Along this direction, recent work proposes to use the behavioral
biometrics associated with the users’ ﬁnger gestures on the touch
screen for user authentication [88,89]. Saebae et al. [140] design a
multi-touch gesture-based authentication system that captures the
unique pattern of the user’s multi-ﬁnger input on the multi-touch
screen of mobile devices. In particular, the authors design a set of
ﬁve-ﬁnger touch gestures (e.g., rotating the palm clockwise with
ﬁve ﬁngers to draw a circle) for the user to choose as authentication input and the palm movement and ﬁngertip movement dynamics are characterized based on pattern recognition to verify the
user. GEAT [89] secures the unlocking of a mobile device based on
the user’s simple gesture on the touch screen, which prevent an
adversary to repeat even if he sees the gesture performed by the
user. The proposed approach authenticates the user by how the
user input rather than which gesture the user input, and the user’s
unique behavioral characteristics are derived from the action of
performing the simple gesture. In particular, the proposed scheme
extracts the distinctive features including stroke time, inter-stroke
time, stroke displacement magnitude, stroke displacement direction, velocity magnitude, velocity direction and the device acceleration to describe the user’s behavioral biometrics of hand gesture on the touch screen. A support vector distribution estimation
(SVDE) then utilizes the unique hand features to verify the user’s
identity. Li et al. [26] develop a continuous authentication that reauthenticates the user’s identity by leveraging the unique ﬁnger
movements on the smartphone touch screen. In particular, the authors derive the behavioral patterns from the gestures when the
user operates on the mobile device, including sliding up, sliding
down, sliding left, sliding right, and tapping. The SVM classiﬁer is
applied to perform the user re-authentication whenever the user
interacts with the mobile device via the touch screen.
5.1.3. Hand gesture
Except the touch biometrics on the touch screen of the mobile device (i.e., tapping behaviors and hand gestures), the user’s
3D gestures in the air are also shown to exhibit the user’s unique
behavioral characteristics. The 3D gesture-based user authentication schemes have also been proposed for the mobile device by
leveraging the mobile device embedded sensors [90–93]. These
schemes allow the users to verify themselves by performing a
gesture in the air while holding the mobile phone. The embed-
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ded motion sensors (e.g., accelerometer) or even the WiFi module can capture the user’s motions of performing the 3D gesture
and facilitate deriving the related behavioral biometrics for authentication. Liu et al. [90] propose the user authentication system uWave, which extracts the unique 3D hand gestures from the
accelerator embedded on the mobile device. It authenticates the
user using DTW to compare the accelerator data time series with
that stored in the user proﬁle. Later, Bailador et al. [91] examine the user veriﬁcation performance leveraging the in-air gestures
with three different techniques: Hidden Markov Model, Bayes classiﬁers and DTW. Each of the algorithms is tested by identifying
gestures collected from 96 individuals. The DTW algorithm outperforms the other algorithms, which recognize the user by calculating the distance between a testing sample and the user’s proﬁle. AirAuth [92] authenticates users by capturing the unique gesture biometrics from a short-range depth camera installed on mobile devices. The proposed approach extracts the features including
the distances between the ﬁngertips and the hand center and veriﬁes the user by calculating the DTW distance between the test
hand gestures with that in the proﬁle. Recently, WiID [93] proposes a 3D gesture-based user identiﬁcation system by leveraging WiFi signals which provides a device-free manner for authenticating the users. The proposed system allows the user to input
the predeﬁned gestures in the air and extracts the frequency domain features from the WiFi signal based on its channel state information (CSI). The SVDE classiﬁer is then utilized to perform user
authentication.
5.1.4. Voice
The user’s voice sound reﬂects the user’s behavioral biometrics
of using the vocal cords and can be utilized for user authentication. Existing voice authentication systems mainly rely on extracting the user’s unique voice features, such as the Mel-Frequency
Cepstral Coeﬃcients (MFCCs) and wavelet-based features, for authentication [141,142]. It can be either text-dependent (with required utterances from speakers) or text-independent (able to accept arbitrary utterances) [143]. Text-independent schemes are
more ﬂexible, which accepts unconstrained utterances from speakers. The basic idea is to identify the unique vocal track shape
as biometrics from the long-term (e.g., 20 seconds) spectral features [144]. To shorten the utterances required for user veriﬁcation, Reynolds et al. [143] exploit Gaussian mixture models (GMM)
to derive general speaker-dependent spectral shapes that are effective for modeling the speaker’s identity. However, such an approach still requires long utterances for both training and testing
to achieve good performance. The text-dependent speaker veriﬁcation approach [145,146] is more widely exploited for authentications in various voice recognition systems, since it provides higher
recognition accuracy without requiring long utterances for veriﬁcation. The user only needs to speak a designate text (e.g., “Hey
Siri” and “OK Google”). The same text is required to speak at both
the registration and the later authentication. The voice features
such as MFCCs are extracted to describe the user’s voice-based
biometrics.
5.1.5. Gait
Gait pattern-based authentication schemes aim at continuously
authenticating users when the mobile device is carried by the user.
Shiraga et al. [97] propose a gait-base authentication system that
exploits the wearable cameras to capture the user’s unique walking
pattern. Particularly, the sequence of the rotations of the camera,
which captures the gait information, can be derived from the video
frames of the wearable camera. Such gait information in timeseries is then input to a DTW-based model to compare with the
user proﬁle to verify the user’s identity. Later, Ren et al. [147] propose a user veriﬁcation scheme leveraging the unique gait pat-
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terns derived from the acceleration readings in mobile devices.
Speciﬁcally, the proposed scheme ﬁrst identiﬁes every step cycle
and search for one step cycle, which shows the maximum correlation with the rest of step cycle data to describe the user’s
gait pattern. This is based on the fact that there is high correlation between the user’s walking steps, which reﬂect the user’s
continuous behavioral characteristics. Moreover, the proposed system addresses the user’s different walking speeds and extracts
the physical gait traits that remain unchanged to describe the
user’s gait pattern. Shen et al. [148] propose a quick authentication scheme to secure the mobile device if an adversary steals
the mobile and walk away. In particular, the proposed scheme exploits the user’s walking patterns captured with the built-in accelerator of the mobile device to verify the user who carries the
mobile device. The step cycles are partitioned based on analyzing the accelerator measurements and the DTW algorithm is utilized to compare the testing walking data with the mobile device owner’s walking pattern. There are multiple accelerometer
data traces of walking pattern stored in the proﬁle and to reduce the time consumption, a proﬁle sample is randomly chosen
from the proﬁle for comparing with the testing walking data for
authentication.
5.1.6. Daily routine activity
The user’s routine behaviors and daily activities can be mined
to uniquely identify the user. Lee et al. [149] propose a continuous user authentication approach that leverages the multiple sensors embedded in mobile devices to capture the user’s unique behavior and the environmental characteristics. Particularly, the proposed system continuously collects the data from the accelerometer, orientation sensors, and the magnetometer embedded in the
smartphone and utilizes an SVM model to learn the user’s behavioral and related environmental context for authentication.
To extend the concept of user authentication to the device-free
manner, researchers propose to derive the unique behavioral characteristics from their daily activities by leveraging the wireless signals, which is transmitted between the mobile device and an access point [99–102]. WiWho [99] studies the potential of utilizing
the WiFi signals for authentication and capture the unique impact
of an individual’s walking activity and body height/mass by analyzing the WiFi signal variations. Particularly, the proposed scheme
extracts the time and frequency domain features from the Channel State Information (CSI) of the WiFi signals to identify the user
when he is walking. Similarly, WiFiU [100,101] leverages the WiFi
signals to capture the user’s unique gait patterns and derive the
spectrogram using the CSI data to proﬁle and verify the user’s
movement. Shi et al. [102] further divide the user’s daily activities into walking and stationary activities (e.g., working in front of
a desktop) and derive the human behavioral characteristics from
both types of daily activities for authentication. In particular, the
activity features in both time domain and frequency domain are
extracted from the CSI of WiFi signals and the deep learning is applied as the classiﬁer to verify the user.
5.2. Comparison of authentication approaches
The behavioral biometrics-based authentications contain less
private information compared to that using physiological biometrics. Thus, the user may feel less rejective to use these authentications.
Moreover, the behavioral biometrics are free to collect on
the mobile devices by leveraging the widely deployed sensors
such as the touch screen and the motion sensors. The behavioral biometrics-based authentication is also robust to the brutal force attacks and observation attacks, because it is diﬃcult to
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forge one person’s behavior, which is more abstract. Few sidechannel attacks have been shown to successfully reveal the behavioral biometrics yet. In addition, such authentication supports both
the one-time authentication and the continuous authentication,
which does not interrupt the user’s operation. Supporting continuous authentication is unique for the behavioral biometrics-based
authentication, though it drains the battery of the mobile device
fast.
However, the behavior-based biometrics collected on the mobile device contains higher impreciseness in measurements, which
affect the performance of the authentication. As shown in Table 2,
nearly all the behavioral biometrics-based authentication systems,
except voice-based authentication, suffer from low false rejection
rate, which causes the legitimate user to be rejected by the system easily. The reasons are three folds. First, the behavioral characteristics of a user might change over time due to the age, weight
and habits, which is different from the permanent physiological
characteristics. Second, the embedded sensors on the mobile devices have a low sampling rate and low ﬁdelity, which result in
the imprecise sensor data. Third, the behavioral biometrics collected by the mobile device sensors are subject to the environmental noise, such as the ambient acoustic noise (for voice-based),
vibration noise (for motion-based) and the wireless interference
(for WiFi-based). Differently, the voice-based authentication shows
lower false rejection rate. And because of the convenience by simply speaking to verify, the voice-based authentication is very popular these years.

netic ﬁeld emitted from the electroacoustic transducer to determine whether the sound generated by a loudspeaker instead of
a human to defend against the replay attack. VoiceLive [95] and
VoiceGesture [96] exploit the time-difference-of-arrival (TDoA) and
the Doppler shifts from the received sound and detect the dynamic
acoustic characteristics that only occur in human sound to detect
the liveness.
Recent years, many advanced attacks are developed to attack
the voice controller systems. Though these attacks have not been
applied to voice-based authentication, their attacking mechanisms
show high potentials to attack in the near future. Hidden voice
commands and dolphin attack could attack the voice-based authentication even when the user is close to the mobile device
without causing the user’s notice. Hidden voice command attack
aims to generate a certain sound, which is not comprehensible
to humans but can be recognized by the voice controllable systems [153,154]. The basic idea is to generate a sound (perceived
by humans as noises) to imitate the acoustic features, based on
which the voice controllable system recognizes sounds. CommandSong further embedded a type of acoustic noise into music for the
attack [155]. Dolphin attack modulates the recorded user’s voice to
the inaudible frequency and utilizes an ultrasound speaker to play
the attacking sounds [156]. Because of the microphone nonlinearity, such attacking ultrasound could be heard and recognized by
the system.

5.3. Attacks

6.1. Traditional two/multi-factor authentication based on combining
physiological biometrics and knowledge-based secrets

To break a behavioral biometrics-based authentication system,
an adversary needs to input the correct dynamic behavioral pattern, such as the 2D/3D hand gestures and gaits. The adversary
could randomly input the behavioral pattern based on his own behavioral characteristics (i.e., random attack or guessing attack) and
hope or opportunistic success. The skilled adversary could observe
and imitate the legitimate user’s behavioral characteristics if observing the user’s authentication input behavior (i.e., observation
attack). The behavior biometrics-based authentication studies introduced in this section all evaluate the proposed system under the
random attack and the observation attack. These studies all show
that the random attack shows close to zero success rate while Imitation Attack shows very low success rate. This is because the
user’s behavioral characteristics are hard to be imitated. Moreover,
if involving more than one sensors (e.g., touch screen together with
accelerometer) to describe the behavioral biometrics, the multiple dimensional sensor information could provide a higher security level under the Observation Attack. This is because it is hard
for an adversary to copy the exact same behavior of the user in
every aspect, which is described by one of the different sensor
modalities.
Compared to the authentication based on the 2D/3D hand gestures, tapping behaviors, gaits and daily activities, there are many
studies focusing on investigating the threats to the voice-based authentication. The open nature of the acoustic channel makes them
susceptible to the more advanced attacks, such as replay attack
and synthesis attacks, in addition to the random attack and observation attack. For example, an attacker could record a victim’s
voice and playback the recorded sound via a loudspeaker to the
speaker veriﬁcation system [150]. Additionally, the adversary can
study the user’s daily speeches and impersonate or synthesize the
user’s sound to pass the voice-based authentication system [150–
152,152]. To defend against replay and synthesis attacks on mobile devices, researchers propose to determine the liveness of the
sound source by exploiting the unique physical features shown by
the human speeches [94–96]. Chen et al. [94] utilize the mag-

6. Two/Multi-factor authentication

The security strength of user authentication can be greatly improved if two or more factors are used to create a much bigger
challenge for an attacker. A naive way is to simply add more authentication metrics (i.e., knowledge-based factor and physiological biometric factor) to an authentication system. For example, a
multi-factor authentication system can combine multiple physiological biometric traits at the sensor level, feature level, score level,
or decision level [5]. The various physiological biometrics can also
be combined with the knowledge-based factor to provide more secure authentication. Safe et al. [121] propose an improved face authentication method by leveraging a commodity gaze tracker to input a graphic secret. In this authentication process, the user needs
to show the face to the camera and gazes at a secret icon from
some icons moving across the screen to input the correct graphical
secret. Ometov et al. [157] propose a multi-factor authentication
approach, which combines a user’s PIN with the user’s biometric
information, including voice, face, ﬁngerprint, and vein. However,
such naive multi-factor authentication approaches require multiple
independent inputs, which degrades their usability in practice.
To improve the usability of the traditional multi-factor authentication, researchers propose to collect different biometric traits simultaneously or at one time [158–160]. McCool et al. [161] propose a bi-modal authentication approach that performs both the
face and the voice recognition on the mobile device to verify the
user. Kim et al. [158] propose an enhanced face-based authentication method, which uses a video camera and a microphone in a
mobile device to capture a user’s face, teeth, and voice at the same
time for authentication. This work demonstrates the effectiveness
of various fusing techniques (e.g., weighted-summation rule, K-NN,
Fisher and Gaussian classiﬁers) in combining the three biometrics.
Similarly, FIRME et al. [160] combine the face and iris characteristics captured by the same camera in a smartphone for user authentication. Later, Raja et al. [159] improve the multi-factor authentication by combining the physiological biometric characteristics of
a user’s face, periocular, and iris.
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6.2. Ownership-based two-factor authentication
6.2.1. Ownership factor-based authentication
The emerging use of mobile devices creates a new authentication category based on ownership, which assumes that a user always carries a mobile device and identiﬁes the user by What You
Have. The ownership factor usually refers to the mobile device carried by the user, which can be identiﬁed by a hardware token
(e.g., MAC address [162], International Mobile Equipment Identity
(IMEI) number [163,164], and sensor ﬁngerprints [165,166]) or a
software token (e.g., certiﬁcate installed in the device [167,168]).
For example, Bojinov et al. [166] ﬁnd that imperfections of the
microphone (i.e., amplitude and frequency distortions) and the accelerometer (i.e., calibration errors at a resting position) in a mobile device can be used as a unique ﬁngerprint to identify the user.
Recently, pervasive wearable devices have shown their potential in
the ownership-based authentication, because the wearable devices
are usually more closely attached to users and seldom left unattended [169]. In particular, the proposed authentication approach
builds an acoustic channel between a mobile device and its associated smartwatch. Designated acoustic tones are used as tokens to
unlock the phone when the smartwatch is presented automatically.
6.2.2. Combining knowledge-based secret with ownership
The advantage of using ownership as an authentication metric
is that it veriﬁes the user (i.e., the owner of a particular device)
with minimum or no user input. Therefore, more and more existing user authentication methods adopt the ownership of users’
mobile devices as a second factor to improve the security strength
of these methods without adding much inconvenience. For example, Sabzevar et al. [170] propose to use the hardware information
of a user’s mobile device as a second security factor to improve
the graphic-based authentication on a public/private terminal device (e.g., a desktop). The mobile device stores a cryptographic key
and performs encryption-related calculations to present the ownership factor. During authentication, an image containing click areas is displayed on the terminal device for the user to input the
graphical password. At the same time, a key image is sent and
decrypted at the user’s mobile device to give the user some hint
of the click points and their order. Only the mobile device owner
can input the right graphical password while presenting the ownership factor. Aloul et al. propose a two-factor authentication for
online banking or ATM by using the information of the user’s mobile device as a security token in addition to an ordinary PIN [171].
In particular, the mobile device’s ID information, IMEI number, International Mobile Subscriber Identity (IMSI), authentication time,
and the user’s name are combined with the user’s PIN to generate
a One Time Password using SHA-256. The One Time Password veriﬁes not only the user’s knowledge-based secret but also the user’s
device to provide the enhanced security strength.
Recently, SoundProof [172] presents a two-factor authentication
method for a web browser that identiﬁes a user based on the login password and the co-location fact of the user’s smartphone.
In particular, the co-location information is veriﬁed by comparing the ambient sound recorded by both the user’s smartphone
and the computer that performs the authentication. Compared to
previous smartphone-based approaches (e.g., sending a veriﬁcation
code to a mobile device and asking the user to input the code
to the browser), this approach does not require additional operations, which is more convenient to the user. Cha et al. [173] propose to use the smartwatch as a second factor to secure the online
transactions on the mobile device. Besides entering the PIN, the
ownership factor is veriﬁed as long as the registered NFC-enabled
smart-watch remains nearby and coupled with the mobile device.
Bianchi et al. [174] discuss the trend of using a wearable device
(e.g., a wristband, glasses and a ring) to store credentials as to-
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kens to form the second factor for improving the security strength
of the traditional knowledge-based user authentication (i.e., textbased and graphic-based). Azimpourkivi et al. [175] further extend
the concept of ownership factor from mobile devices to trinkets,
which can be any unique objects that belong to a user, such as
a clothing accessory, a book or a toy. The approach proposed in
this work requires the user to take a snapshot an agreed trinket
as the identity-related information for authentication, which combines both the graphical password and the ownership of the trinket.
6.2.3. Combining biometrics with ownership
Blue et al. [176] propose a two-factor authentication to secure
the existing voice assistant system by using the mobile device as
the ownership factor in addition to the voice biometrics. In particular, the microphone of the user’s mobile device works together
with the microphone of the voice assistant system to localize the
source of a voice command using the Direction of Arrival (DOA),
which veriﬁes the co-location of the mobile device and the voice
assistant system. While the voice assistant system veriﬁes the
voice biometrics, Robust Audio Hashes (RSHs) are used to check
the similarity of the sound recorded by the two devices to further conﬁrm the ownership factor. Feng et al. [177] propose a twofactor authentication approach to secure the voice access to a mobile device by using the ownership of a pair of smart glasses and
voice biometrics. Speciﬁcally, a user ﬁrst registers his/her smart
glasses to the voice access system. The authentication system veriﬁes the user’s voice commands based on the voice biometrics captured by its microphone and the facial vibration (i.e., caused by the
speech) that is captured by the accelerometer of the user’s smart
glasses.
6.3. Advanced two/multi-factor user authentication using infused
authentication metrics
The traditional multi-factor authentication methods request a
user to provide two or more different types of authentication metrics (e.g., PIN and iris) separately, which usually involves extra user
efforts and costs. Recently, the emerging sensing capabilities in
mobile devices enable a number of user authentication methods
that can collect a user’s multiple authentication metrics with one
step and identify the user using the infused identity-related information. Compared to the traditional multi-factor authentication
methods, such user authentication methods using infused factors
are more convenient and user-friendly. Toward this end, a couple
of works have found that the infusion of certain knowledge-based
factor (i.e., password and signature), physiological biometric factor
and the behavioral biometric factor is the most effective and more
secure for user authentication on mobile devices.
6.3.1. Infusion of password and behavioral pattern
Researchers [139,178] show that users have unique tapping behaviors when they enter their passwords on the touchscreen of a
mobile device. Such tapping behaviors can be leveraged as a behavioral biometric factor integrating with the text-based passwords
to verify the identity of a user. In particular, Zheng et al. [139] ﬁnd
that while tapping on the smartphone touchscreen, the behavioral
patterns, such as the tapping rhythm, the strength, and the angle,
are unique for each user. Such tapping behavioral patterns can be
described by the accelerometer and gyroscope sensors embedded
in the smartphone and used for user authentication. More speciﬁc,
four types of features, including the accelerometer readings associated with key pressing and key releasing, the key-touch pressure, the touch size, and the timing information related to holding
a key and moving between two keys, are extracted together with
the touching events related to entering the passwords. A one-class
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Fig. 4. Illustration of extracting the signature geometric shape and the signing behavioral biometrics from handwriting. (The signature shape is represented by the
X and Y coordinates of each touch point and the signing behavioral biometrics are
described by the speed and touch pressure at each touch point of the signature. If
the user signs with multiple ﬁngers, the signing behavior biometrics also include
the distance patterns between ﬁngers and the correlation between two ﬁngers).

learning technique is applied to train the user proﬁle and identify the legitimate user. Similarly, Giuffrida et al. [178] integrate
a user’s passwords with the user’s tapping behaviors captured by
both accelerometer and the gyroscope sensors for user authentication. The authors demonstrate that the statistical features from
two sensors corresponding to each typed word (e.g., mean, standard deviation and root mean square) and standard machine learning models (e.g., one-class Support Vector Machine, Naive Bayes,
k-nearest neighbors (kNN)) can eﬃciently identify a user.
Luca et al. [179] combine the unlock pattern-based authentication with the behavioral biometrics to identify a user. The authentication system not only checks the correctness of the entered unlock pattern but also checks how the user enters the unlock patterns on a touchscreen. In particular, a series of touchscreen data
(i.e., pressure, coordinate, touch size, and timing information) is
obtained when the user swipes on the touchscreen to enter the
unlock pattern. The Dynamic Time Warping technique is used to
verify the user’s behavioral biometric information based on the
temporal and spatial patterns of ﬁnger swipes.
6.3.2. Infusion of signature and physiology pattern
The handwritten signature has the legal effect and has been
used in practice for a long time because of its uniqueness rooted in
a user’s writing habit. Inspired by handwritten signatures, mobile
devices allow users to use their ﬁnger-written signatures for user
authentication on mobile devices. Researchers ﬁnd that the touchscreens on mobile devices can naturally capture users’ unique signing behaviors, such as signing pressure and speed, which can be
utilized as an additional factor to enhance the security strength of
the existing signature-based authentication. For example, Sae-Bae
et al. [54] analyze the histograms of a user’s signature attributes
captured by a touchscreen (i.e., e x-y trajectories, speed, angles,
pressure, and their derivatives). The authors propose to use the
features derived from the histograms to describe the user’s unique
signing behavior, which veriﬁes the identity of the user in addition to the user’s signature. However, an experienced attacker can
still mimic a user’s signature and attack the system, given enough
practice.
Ren et al. [180] ﬁnd that certain physiological characteristics,
such as hand geometry, are unique for each user. They develop
a critical segment-based online signature veriﬁcation system (Esignature) that captures intrinsic user signing behaviors by identifying the segments remaining invariant within a user’s signatures. As illustrated in Fig. 4, the E-signature system supports both
single-ﬁnger and multi-ﬁnger signatures. When a user uses a single ﬁnger to provide the signature for authentication, the signa-

Fig. 5. Integrating the user’s physiological and behavioral biometrics (e.g., pressure,
contacting area, ﬁnger bone structure and input speed) with one of the three forms
of knowledge-based factor (i.e., PIN number, lock pattern, gesture).

ture and the user’s signing behavior are used as two authentication
metrics to verify the user’s identity. When the user writes the signature using multiple ﬁngers, the system infuses the unique physiological characteristics (i.e., the distance between every two ﬁngers determined by the user’s hand geometry) with the other two
authentication metrics to perform the user authentication. In this
way, even if an attacker can learn how to mimic the user’s signature, it is still hard for the attacker to imitate the user’s hand geometry, which signiﬁcantly enhances the security strength of the
user authentication method with little extra efforts added to the
user.
Liu et al. [181] design a system, VibWrite, which extends the
authentication process beyond the touch screens of mobile devices
to a customized solid surface (e.g., a table) leveraging vibration signals. As shown in Fig. 5, VibWrite builds upon the touch sensing
technique and can be implemented using a single pair of low-cost
vibration motor and receiver attached to the surface. When a vibration motor actively excites a surface resulting in the alteration
of the shockwave propagation, the ﬁnger touch on the surface can
be sensed to verify the user based on analyzing the vibrations received by the sensor. In particular, unique features are embedded
in a user’s ﬁnger pressing/touching at different locations on a solid
surface. Such unique features derived from the received vibration
signals infuse the knowledge-based factor (i.e., PIN, unlock pattern, and free handwriting), the behavioral characteristics of the
user’s ﬁnger touching (e.g., touching force, contacting area, and
ﬁnger moving speed), and the physiological characteristics (ﬁnger
bone structure). Moreover, the different hard surface affects the
feature values, which means the user could present the ownership of a customized hard surface to enhance the security strength.
This approach integrates all three authentication metrics, which
greatly increases the challenge of an attacker to pass the authentication. Additionally, by including all three authentication metrics
only within the input process of the knowledge-based secret, the
proposed system has good usability.
6.4. Threats and usability of multi-factor authentication
Compared to the single-factor authentication, the two/multifactor authentication is always more secure since attackers need to
take more efforts in obtaining different authentication metrics to
make a successful attack. However, the traditional two/multi-factor
authentication merely cascades different authentication metrics to
increase the attackers’ effort, which does not cover the vulnerability of each other. In addition, the additional security strength
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of the two/multi-factor authentication comes with users’ extra effort, which impacts the usability of the authentication. For example, Trewin et al. examine the demands of the authentication on
user time, effort, error and task disruption, when the authentication is based on different biometrics (e.g., face, voice and gesture)
or password. The study shows that the authentication by requiring
a user to provide multiple types of authentication metrics not only
creates a burden to attackers but also bothers users a lot for the
authentication input. Moreover, the failure rates arise for a portion
of users, which may be resulted from the high requirement to input all the authentication metrics perfectly.
The ownership-based two-factor authentication does not require much user effort since it can automatically verify the ownership of a user’s personal item (e.g., a smartphone and smartwatch)
as a second authentication metric. However, the user’s personal
item is not always available as assumed, and it is also vulnerable
to the loss and theft. Moreover, the ownership-factor can be easily
forged to cheat the authentication system. For example, an adversary could change the MAC address of his own mobile device to
that of the legitimate user’s device to present the ownership factor [182,183]. Shrestha et al. [184] ﬁnd that the ownership factor
based on detecting the co-existence of the mobile device via the
ambient sound is vulnerable to acoustic attacks. An adversary can
deliberately trigger the user’s mobile device to generate a known
sound (e.g., a ringtone) and at the same time play the same sound
at the target terminal device (e.g., desktop) to cheat the authentication system (e.g., SoundProof [172])that the two devices are colocated by sharing the same ambient sound.
7. The future trends
We envision that one future research direction of user authentication on mobile devices is to develop new authentication approaches based on the integrated multi-dimensional authentication metrics (i.e., knowledge, biometrics, and ownership) collected
by the embedded sensors in mobile devices. More speciﬁcally,
the integrated authentication metrics should be obtained at the
same time instead of separately by a user, which provides multiple dimensional correlations that are hard to forge and significantly improves the security strength of the authentication approach. As shown in the existing work [180,181], the integration of
knowledge-based and biometrics-based factors contains the unique
identity information of a user, which is an integration of different
user characteristics in two distinct physical domains. Such integration of the information is hard for an attacker to forge even if the
attacker observes the user’s inputs. In addition, by collecting multiple authentication metrics at the one-time input, user authentication signiﬁcantly reduces the user’s effort in the whole authentication process, which makes the multi-factor user authentication viable in practice. Along this direction, how to integrate the various
physiological biometrics and behavioral biometrics (e.g., face, ﬁngerprint, hand geometry) with the knowledge-based secrets, how
to integrate the ownership-based factor with the other factors, and
how to cope with the trade-off between the usability and the security when designing user authentication approaches for different
application scenarios remain open.
Besides integrating the multiple authentication metrics, researchers would also focus on improving the security strength
and usability of the single authentication metric. New knowledgebased secrets might be created and new biometric information
might be found, which could contribute to new single-factor and
multiple-factor authentications. In particular, the leakage issue of
the knowledge-based secrets needs to be addressed to prevent an
adversary from revealing the secret through various attacks (e.g.,
shoulder surﬁng and side-channel attacks). Regarding the widely
used PIN, password and lock pattern, changing the software key-
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pad each time with a different layout might defend against the
side-channel attacks, but the authentication time is greatly increased because the user has to ﬁnd every target key on the randomly generated keypad to input the secret. Thus, further research
is still needed to cope with both the security strength and the usability of using these secrets. As for the recognition-based graphical password, researches are needed to greatly enlarge the password space and reduce the recognition time to facilitate the deployment of such authentication methods. Regarding the physiological biometrics-based authentication, researches would continue
to work on utilizing the low-cost embedded sensors on the mobile device to capture the user’s physiological biometrics to improve the usability. Differently, for the behavioral biometrics, studies would focus on extracting the user’s more stable behavioral
patterns, which do not change a lot over the time and could tolerate the low-ﬁdelity sensor readings to improve the authentication
performance.
Another future research direction could be developing effective methods to prevent an attacker from obtaining a user’s authenticate input data and reusing it later to attack the authentication system. Such replay attack is particularly critical for the user
authentication in voice assistant systems and Internet of Things,
where the attacker could record and replay the user’s voice sound
to spoof the systems. One possible solution could be to differentiate the user’s authentication input (e.g., voice sound) from the
replayed sensor data (e.g., attacking sounds) by examining the
liveness of the input source (e.g., human speaker or machine)
as shown in existing approaches [94,96]. But such defending approaches require the user to speak to the voice assistant device
with close distance (e.g., 20 cm) to facilitate liveliness detection,
which decreases the usability (e.g., the convenience) of the voicebased authentication. Moreover, how to detect the liveness of the
input source related to other types of sensor data such as the
accelerometer readings is still an open area. Another solution is
to make the authentication metrics non-reusable, for example, by
adding a token that expires after a short period to encode each
authentication input. But how to encode the multiple dimensional
authentication inputs by the dynamically generated security token
and implement such authentications with the limited hardware resources on mobile devices are still left not explored. The third solution is to prevent the leakage of the authentication input data,
including the direct leakage from the data transmission or the sensor data access and the side-channel attacks. The leakage of related
sensitive information during the authentication process is still far
from being fully understood.
8. Concluding remarks
User authentication on mobile device is a critical technology
that prevents the unpermitted access to a mobile device or a mobile application to protect the users’ sensitive information. This paper presents a comprehensive survey of the user authentication
approaches on mobile devices. According to the basic authentication metrics (i.e., knowledge, biometrics and ownership) utilized in
the existing authentication approaches to determine a user’s identity, we divide the user authentication techniques on mobile devices into four categories, namely the knowledge-based, the physiological biometrics-based, the behavioral biometrics-based and the
two/multi-factor based authentication. We review and discuss a
broad range of work in each category to provide a thorough understanding of the development history and state-of-the-art mobile user authentication technologies, including the involved sensing technologies, the different strategies to apply a single or multiple authentication metrics and their security strength and usability.
As we have reviewed, the knowledge-based authentication (i.e.,
text-based or graphics-based) inherits a large user base from a
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long history and possess the relative higher usability. Although it
has an extensive deployment, the authentication based on users’
knowledge is vulnerable to various attacking technologies (e.g.,
shoulder-surﬁng and side-channel attacks), which steal or derive
users knowledge-based secrets. The physiological biometrics-based
authentication and the behavioral biometrics-based authentication
have the relatively higher security strength but lower usability,
which negatively affects its deployment. In particular, the physiological biometrics-based approaches usually require specialized
hardware (e.g., ﬁngerprint and iris scanner). Moreover, physiological biometrics are nonrenewable information, which would permanently lose security eﬃcacy, once leaked. The behavioral biometrics change over time and suffer from the low-ﬁdelity sensor
readings, which may decrease the authentication performance. The
two/multi-factor authentication aims at providing the most secure
access control by leveraging more than one authentication metrics.
However, combining different authentication metrics naively provides limited security strength enhancement, and the usability is
signiﬁcantly degraded if the user is required to provide multiple
authentication metrics separately. The latest two/multi-factor authentication approaches have shown that it is possible to leverage
the integrated authentication metrics (e.g., the biometric factor intercorrelated with the knowledge-based factor) input by the user
at one time to provide more secure and convenient user authentication.
We envision that the future trend of the research on user
authentication on mobile devices will focus on developing new
authentication approaches based on integrating the multiple authentication metrics (i.e., knowledge, biometrics, and ownership).
Moreover the collection of the multi-dimensional identity information should be able to completed using the readily available sensors on mobile devices. Furthermore, preventing the sensor data
from leakage or being reused are also future research directions
that could signiﬁcantly improve the security strength and usability
of user authentication on mobile devices.
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